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Feminism definition is - the theory of the political, economic, and social equality of the sexes. the theory of the political, economic,
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theory, atomism - (chemistry) any theory in which all matter is composed of tiny discrete finite indivisible indestructible particles;
"the ancient Greek philosophers Democritus and Epicurus held atomic theories of the universe". feminist theory a type of ethical
theory whose core assumptions are that women's experiences have not been taken as seriously as men's experiences and that there is
subordination of women, which must end. A central theme is that women's reality is a social construction and not a biological
determination. Some perceived the label feminist as exclusionary, misandrist, or anachronistic. However, the popularity of the word
feminist may be on the rise again, as evidenced by its more open embrace by pop culture celebrities. noun. the doctrine advocating
social, political, and all other rights of women equal to those of men. (sometimes initial capital letter) an organized movement for the
attainment of such rights for allamericanclocks.com Use. feminine character. DICTIONARY OF FEMINIST THEORY: SECOND
EDITION [MAGGIE HUMM] on allamericanclocks.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. This reference provides a
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Jan 19, by Catherine Villanueva Gardner. The dictionary of feminist theory User Review - Not Available - Book Verdict. The
"definitions'' and commentary in this very selective work were written by Humm, a senior lecturer of women's studies in Britain.
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